
What is it? 

!  

Raphael’s hometown stood all uphill. From the clouds, it was a giant brick-snake curled up 

around the duke’s ashen palace. A herald with a banner rumbled down the swarming slopes, 

effortlessly harvesting swearwords his gallop covered up. The duke just died.  

The rumour of his death reminded of a stone cast in a pond. The quivering got larger and deeper, 

and at length shadier. Nobody would dredge it out from there anymore. The duke had given up the 

ghost in the silliest way possible: clad in his best armour, he got stung by a malaria mosquito. A few 

days before a promising battle, ague turned into agony, and he feistily left this world.  

As a master of havoc and peace, both the duke’s name and profile returned fairly too often, 

carved in marble and flesh. In spite of generations, his features were there, hunting his subjects’ 

faces. In centuries, they were riskily crossing genetics as blades in a duel: parades were the 

occasion when the mutual nose showed up unquestioned and relatable. That was their truest 

heirloom. Beyond it, there was a second legacy: the town itself. They kept sweeping leaves, and 

mended tiles, and patched scathed walls: nostalgia harboured a hopeless miracle. A coming-back.  

Now the settlement looked like a lizard’s severed tail, clearly lifeless, yet, to some extent, busy. 

Time gradually evolved into Space: nothing could be touched or moved. Winds hurried as lost 

wolves on a glacier: their migration atoned the silence through the alleys, and rattled drying 

laundry, and smashed fated umbrellas. Merely bells handed back a sense of Being. People were 

something more than thick whispers within the fog. Memory became an effort too heavy to share. 

Thus far, every effort to awake the city had bounced against unripe hearts. A painter craved to 

shake his fellow citizens from such slumber. He then squeezed some ink out of the shadows. He 

chose a house with a clean, empty side, and a grumbling owner as a form of assured advertising. He 



scrawled some brush strokes, as Zen masters would do with water upon water. He painted shade 

upon darkness. It was more than a sketch, however not as much of proper vandalism.  

The news did to the immobile town what Galvani carried out with frogs. Driven by curiosity, 

everybody wanted to witness what the painter had to propound: women showed up with vast hats, 

man followed with lofty ones. A bleak night harboured dozens of footsteps. They kept bumping into 

each other, asking forgiveness and receiving pardon for their venial sins: it looked like a mass 

parody. Lanterns had been aiming light on the graffiti. In vain. Excited and scared, they were all 

moved by an omen they couldn’t spell. What is it? What is it? What is it? 

Flanked by simple doubts he couldn’t solve himself, the artist preferred to vanish. His image 

spoke whether a forgotten language or one so far to come. On creamy unmanned paint, he left this 

neat black outline of a mocha machine. In the town of profiles, it was dangerous to fuel such 

ironies. Nonetheless, the process mirrored Leonardo’s wings, with fewer ambitions: nobody 

envisaged, for centuries, how to build them. The silhouette was seen and misunderstood. Shaped, 

yet never crafted. The mocha rested upon a cage of oblivious ignorance: heated up by flames of 

dust and autumn remnants. It could neither be brought to life nor let to rust nor erased: we are 

strangely keen on things we don’t fully grasp. It faded throughout a sense of zealous neglect. 

Everyone felt it was as tantalising as the beasts illuminated on bestiaries. Even children’s interest 

was gone. Morning rolled out one hundred thousand times, rising up the faint host of the sun.  

Then, mainly for reasons of greed and trade, labelled as adventure, – coffee grains were lifted on 

the back of the seas, and naval wars flanged them on the drowsy coasts of Europe. Shortly after, the 

first among trains whistled right in the heart of a steam bubble. As soon as the two ideas, – the 

coffee and the train, – dived into one, the drawing became sound. Use is a painkiller for fears. 

Hitherto, the mocha was nothing more than a skein: a skein of gurgling energies, waiting to be 

unravelled and turned whether into a tapestry, a net or a jumper. Someone from the pulpit even said 

it might have been dangerous to cut across that field, because imagination has a threshold that 

messes instantly with the Unknown. What awakens us too quickly is as dazzling as the chasm of 

nightmares. It can be wiser, at times, to leave the skein untouched, a game for an annoyed cat. Then 

abruptly everything made sense: the mocha inherited a name, a purpose, and a role that challenged 

its own fiction. Bitterness became suddenly fashionable. Sugar happened to be the evil cure. 

So, ordinary people eventually welcomed coffee, – the olden sacred brew of shamans –, and used 

the mocha, – named after a village pinned in the tarnished landscapes of Yemen. Coffee slapped 

Feudalism on behalf of Modernity: it opened their eyes, emptied their excuses, and shortened their 



naps. The smile of a blue blaze obliged the coffee powder to release its aroma. The beverage flowed 

down in a lazy cascade of warm mud. Nothing else may possibly happen: coffee could not render 

any former beauty. But the inhabitants would always retain a distant recall of their ancestors at the 

break of dawn, just lingering there with ivory lanterns, graceful and naïve as sharks courting a prey.


